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Foreword
It is a fairly common practice for scientic journals and periodicals to publish special issues as
well as conference proceedings. Quite frequently, these issues are devoted to special topics (and/or
are dedicated to commemorate the celebrated works of renowned researchers). Indeed I am happy
and honored to be the Guest Editor of this Special Issue of the Journal of Computational and
Applied Mathematics on Higher Transcendental Functions and Their Applications.
Ever since its establishment and the publication of its Volume 1 in the year 1975, JCAM has been
receiving (and publishing almost regularly) papers by eminent mathematical, physical, and statisti-
cal scientists dealing with the theory and applications of various families of higher transcendental
functions. Naturally, therefore, I gladly accepted the kind invitation of the JCAM Principal Editor
(Professor Luc Wuytack) for me to be the Guest Editor of this Special Issue of JCAM.
The (seemingly irreplaceable) three-volume work on Higher Transcendental Functions, which
was based (in part) on notes left by Harry Bateman (1882{1946) and which was compiled and
edited under the able leadership of Arthur Erdelyi (1908{1977), provides a useful and systematic
introduction to (and various oft-needed properties and characteristics of ) a more-or-less unlimited
number of families of higher transcendental functions which have emerged usually naturally in some
context or the other. In particular, the Gaussian hypergeometric function 2F1 and indeed also its fa-
miliar generalization [namely, the generalized hypergeometric functions pFq (p; q 2 N0; p6q+1)]
have had a remarkably long and celebrated history. MacRobert’s E-function and Meijer’s G-function
(together, of course, with Fox’s H -function) stemmed essentially from an attempt to give a meaning
to the hypergeometric symbol pFq when p>q + 1. Furthermore, the H -function of Charles Fox
(1897{1977) encompasses, as its special or limit cases, most (if not all) of the commonly used
special functions of one variable and their numerous extensions and generalizations which have been
investigated in the literature on mathematical and physical sciences. Various interesting (and poten-
tially useful) further generalizations of the E-, F-, G-, and H -functions in one and more variables
have also received considerable attention in recent years. It seems to be worth recalling here that,
in a certain book review [Advances in Mathematics, Vol. 27, 1978, p. 93], Gian-Carlo Rota (1932{
1999) once wrote \... Hypergeometric functions are one of the paradises of nineteenth-century
mathematics that remain unknown to most mathematicians of our day. Hypergeometric functions
of several variables are potentially of great interest, since they connect with just about everything
in sight... ."
Aside from the so-called traditional areas of applications of higher transcendental functions in
computational, mathematical, physical, astrophysical, statistical, and engineering sciences, the use in
Geometric Function Theory (in Complex Analysis) of a certain nonnegativity result (involving the
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Clausenian hypergeometric function 3F2) as the key ingredient in the proof of Louis de Branges’
theorem of 1984 (which asserts the truth of the Milin Conjecture of 1971 and which implies the
Robertson Conjecture of 1936 and indeed also the celebrated Bieberbach Conjecture of 1916) has
naturally provided a new impetus for the study of many families of generalized hypergeometric
functions, especially in connection with various subclasses of analytic and univalent functions.
On behalf of the JCAM Editorial Board, and on my own behalf, I heartily welcome this Special
Issue and take this opportunity to thank all of the authors for their ne contributions dealing with
numerous dierent aspects of computational mathematics involving a wide range of higher transcen-
dental functions. I also greatly appreciate the help and assistance which I have received (in the
editing of this Special Issue) from each of the referees for this volume. And, nally, I wish to thank
Professor Luc Wuytack once again for his kind and thoughtful invitation which has culminated in
the publication of this Special Issue.
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